This article deals with automated fault classification of reciprocating compressors from vibration data. The genetic algorithm was applied to automate the process. A total of 15 fault cases based on practical observation of the machine faults was considered. Vibration data for the various fault cases were collected and processed using the time-frequency analysis, namely the short time Fourier transform (STFT), the smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (SPWVD), and the reassigned smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (RSPWVD), due to the non-stationary vibration characteristics of the system analyzed. The fault features for the formidable amount of time-frequency data were extracted first and fed into an artificial neural network for fault classification. It is demonstrated in this work that it is feasible to apply the genetic algorithm to automate the fault classification process and thereby minimize the requirement for intervention from the human experts.
Introduction
To prevent catastrophic failure, monitoring and classification of machinery conditions are crucial to provide early warning for deterioration and to ensure timely maintenance. Valve faults are among the most frequently encountered problems in practice for reciprocating compressors and research efforts on fault detection and classification of valves have been reported in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The authors of the present paper [2, 3] reported that it is feasible to classify the valve conditions of a reciprocating compressor using the time-frequency analysis and the artificial neural network. It was demonstrated that 80% classification accuracy can be realized, as opposed to the original 20% accuracy only, if proper modification indices were applied. Classification accuracy can be further enhanced by removing similar fault cases. Note that it is vital for a classification system to differentiate the minute difference of the fault cases such that early warning of the machine's health conditions can be given. Removing similar fault cases defeats this important capability. In this study, we propose an optimization strategy using genetic algorithm to automate the classification process without removing the similar fault cases. Time-frequency partitions are applied to reveal more features of the time-frequency data sets.
A total of fifteen seeded fault cases which reflect the typical problems the valve system commonly encountered in practice is considered. The fault cases are: normal condition (spring plate stiffness K = 5306.35 N/m), misplacement of the valve and spring plates, over-tightening of the valve seat (24.53 N-m), moderately inadequate tightening of the valve seat (14. Figure 1 shows the reciprocating compressor under consideration. An accelerometer was mounted on the valve cover to measure the non-stationary vibration. In preparing the seeded faults, the spring constants of the valve springs used in various fault cases were tested using the MTS facility, as shown in Fig 1(b) . A typical vibration signal measured at the valve cover of the reciprocating compressor is shown in Fig. 2 . The valve operation events are indicated. To identify the valve faults, the conventional FFT analysis, with the time information being missing, blurs the minute changes due to early deterioration of the valve system and a more precise approach is essential for successful analysis. The time-frequency analysis techniques are applied in this study to reveal the spectral information with respect to time, which include the short time Fourier transform (STFT) [6] [7] [8] , the smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (SPWVD) [6] [7] [8] [9] , and the reassigned smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (RSPWVD) [10] [11] [12] [13] . A fault feature vector, including time, frequency, and spectrum amplitude, is extracted from the formidable amount of timefrequency data to facilitate later processing using an artificial neural network. Modification of the fault feature vector for better performance has been reported [2, 3] . The probabilistic neural network (PNN) [14, 15] is applied in this study. Figure 3 shows a typical time-frequency analysis results with two partitions both in time and frequency. The red dots indicate the centroid location of each time/frequency partition. Genetic algorithm [16, 17] is utilized in this study to automate the fault classification process. The optimization search iterates through the processes of reproduction, crossover, and mutation, until the termination condition is satisfied.
Experimental procedure and analysis approach

Optimization results
For the genetic algorithm applied in this study, the maximum generation, chromosome length, and termination precision, are chosen to be 20, 5, and 0.01, respectively. Mean variation method for modification of the original feature vector is considered [2] . Table 1 shows the optimization results with the fitness function -p(x), the misclassification of the PNN, being used. Optimization in frequency partitioning is considered first without partitioning in time. As can be seen, a favourable result with optimum achieved can be seen with population size, mutation ratio, and crossover ratio being 10, 1, and 0.5, respectively. Tables 2-3, show the optimization results with fitness function 1/ p(x) and 2 1 / ( ) p x , being used respectively. As can be seen, the optimum achieved can be greatly affected by the selection of fitness function. Table 4 shows the optimization results for the three time-frequency analysis approaches. As can been, the SPWVD with one partition in time performs best in consideration of the optimum achieved and the computation speed. The speed improvement is based on the comparison with the baseline computation for evaluating all classification work in the design space without optimization. It appears the case of two partitions in time demands more computation effort without improved performance on the optimum achieved.
Conclusions
The feasibility of using genetic algorithm for automated valve fault classification of reciprocating compressor possessing non-stationary vibration characteristics has been demonstrated in the work. The parameters affecting the optimization performance were analyzed. It shows optimization using the genetic algorithm is capable of reaching the global optimum without removing the similar faults, as was done in the previous reports. The classification system can then tackle the problem of minute change in the valve health condition for early detection of machine health deterioration. The efficiency of the algorithm depends on many factors, such as the optimization parameters, time-frequency analysis method, feature vector index modification method, etc. A proper choice of the analysis parameters can greatly enhance the computation speed and improve the ultimate convergence problem, as usually encountered in implementing optimization strategy.
